Scene understanding, in general, may refer to scene layout in structured environments, motion patterns and scene status. The term motion pattern in our work refers to a spatial segment of the image that has a high degree of local similarity of speed as well as flow direction within the segment and otherwise outside. In this talk, I will present two approaches for detecting patterns of motion. Both approaches for detecting motion patterns do not rely on object detection and tracking, and use low level feature e.g. pixel wise optical flow.

The first approach employs Diffusion maps (DM) framework, which embeds the manifold points into a lower dimensional space while preserving the intrinsic local geometric structure. In our approach, each clip is split into spatiotemporal cuboids and the motion of a moving pixel is quantized in four directions. For each cuboid in a clip, a 4 - bin histogram is computed. These local histograms for all cuboids in a clip are then concatenated into one long vector. This is essentially a bag of words representation of clips. After obtaining bag of words representation of clips. After obtaining bag of words for all cuboids in a clip are then concatenated into one long vector. This is essentially a bag of words representation of clips. After obtaining bag of words representation of clips, we apply Diffusion maps embedding to map the words into a lower dimensional space while preserving the intrinsic local geometric structure. Finally, these words in lower dimensional space are clustered to discover key motion patterns.

In the second approach, we employ a mixture model representation of salient patterns of optical flow for learning motion patterns from dense optical flow in a hierarchical, unsupervised fashion. Using low level cues of noisy optical flow, K-means is used to initialize a Gaussian mixture model for temporally segmented clips of video. The components of this mixture are then filtered and instances of motion patterns are computed using a simple motion model, by linking components across space and time. Motion patterns are then initialized and membership of instances in different motion patterns is established by using KL divergence between mixture distributions of pattern instances. After deriving conditional expectation of motion flow for patterns, the learned model is applied to the commonly encountered surveillance problem of anomaly detection.
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